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ABSTRACT 
Ninety-nine percent of all companies in the European Union (E.U.) are small to 

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Together, they provide employment for more than half of 
the European workforce. In its digital Agenda communications and JRC reports, the E.U. 
expressed high hopes regarding the expected positive impact of social media on 
employment, social inclusion and economic growth. These observations imply that the E.U. 
needs to focus on social media adoption if it wants to attain its targets as defined in the 
Europe 2020 strategy. A study by the International Data Corporation revealed a growing 
acceptance of social media in SMEs. (Bonagura, 2013) The question addressed in this 
dissertation is whether company size alters the nature and intensity of the adoption process. 
To this end an online survey was distributed in a knowledge-sharing network, yielding 182 
responses, a 21 % response rate. Our survey covered four areas, which a McKinsey report 
(2012) identified as holding much potential for value creation, namely (1) internal 
communication, (2) external communication, (3) knowledge sharing and (4) recruitment. The 
analysis of our data showed that Social Network Sites (SNS) like Facebook or Linkedin are 
the most popular platforms and are mostly used to communicate with external stakeholders. 
Statistical significant differences related to company size were mainly found with regard to 
the use of internal social media, which are mostly adopted in large enterprises. A second 
interesting finding is that both SMEs and larger companies reported important benefits 
related to the adoption of social media. To conclude, a number of factors were identified as 
hampering the adoption process. All organizations seem to be in need of both tangible 
(money) and intangible (time, knowledge, skills) resources. Blocking access to social media 
seems to be the only challenge significantly more prevalent in large enterprises.  

Keywords: social media; company size; social network sites; SNS; SMEs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In its latest Digital Agenda communications and JRC reports, the European Union 

expressed high hopes regarding the impact of social media on employment, social inclusion 
and economic growth. Unquestionably, these ICTs offer strategic opportunities to companies, 
e.g. new means for participation, new grounds for branding and new types of interaction, 
both for internal and external business processes. Flipside to this are professional 
organizations’ concerns about security and privacy, the lack of successful business case 
examples and the large investments needed to exploit social media optimally.  

 
In February 2013, the International Data Corporation (IDC) announced findings from 

a large-scale survey in five western European countries about social media adoption within 
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Newsworthy is their prognosis of a swift 
evolution of social media deployment for business purposes, next to the statement that the 
level of adoption is strongly related to company size. Such studies offer relevant insights, 
considering that ninety-nine percent of all companies in the European Union are SMEs, and 
given that these employ over half of the European workforce. Other recent monitoring 
studies with regard to social media focused significantly more on private than business 
usage, or were conducted to explore corporate employment of specific applications such as 
social networking services, twitter or internal networks within particular areas such as public 
relations.  

 
There are only a handful of empirical studies on the adoption of Internet 

technologies in which the authors define clearly which platforms are considered to be social. 
To avoid the pitfalls of focusing on a specific platform of which the life expectancy is 
unknown, we have chosen to use an existing classification of different categories of 
platforms. We consider this important to avoid the danger of using social media as a 
container term. Using a detailed classification additionally allows to test more in-depth 
whether differences in adoption exist between different platforms according to company size. 
An additional contribution of this study is that it offers a first look at the adoption process of 
different social media tools in a knowledge-sharing network.     

 
This goal of this study is to detect whether SMEs differ significantly from larger 

enterprises regarding the adoption of social media for business purposes. Such endeavor is 
relevant given the aforementioned gaps in the academic literature. Firstly, the study seeks to 
address the following question: How and why do organizations adopt social media for 
business purposes? To this end, a survey instrument was developed and pretested in order to 
measure social media usage in terms of tools, intensity and diversity of use. The central 
constructs of the survey are derived from several models on the adoption and diffusion of 
ICTs of which the Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) (Rogers 2003) and the Unified Theory of 
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh, Thong, and Xu 2012) are the most 
important ones.   

 
Based on a McKinsey report (Chui et al. 2012), we demarcated four business 

purposes where the adoption of social media holds most potential for value creation: 1) 
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internal communication, 2) external communication, 3) knowledge sharing, and 4) 
recruitment. The McKinsey study additionally points out one can expect considerable changes 
within these particular areas. Secondly, our research aims to identify significant differences 
in social media usage. It was hypothesized that social media adoption differs significantly 
depending on company size, expressed in number of people employed. In particular, it was 
expected that the larger the company, the more likely it has already adopted use of social 
media, it employs a greater diversity of social media for a larger variety of business 
purposes. The reasons for this are thought to be related to Nielsen’s 1-9-90 rule (Nielsen 
2006), scale advantages and a different cost structure.  

 
One hundred and fifteen employees from 86 professional organizations were 

included in the statistical analysis. The main results can be summarized as follows: 1) overall, 
within the corporate sector most popular social media tools are internal networks and social 
network services, which are mainly deployed for internal and external communication 
purposes, 2) our data seem to confirm the idea that larger companies do indeed have the 
advantage over SMEs when it comes to the adoption of social media. These results add to 
previous research, and indicate that further, more broad-scale research is needed to test 
differences in social media adoption between SMEs and large companies. Implications for 
practice and theory are discussed. 

 
BACKGROUND 

 
A first central concept in this study is one that has been popularized under the name 

of ‘social media’. Most scholars would agree that this term is rather vague and open to all 
kinds of ICT platforms. Some authors take a very broad view on this term while others tend 
to restrict it to popular Social Networking Services (SNS) like Facebook and Linkedin. Some 
approach the concept from a technological perspective while others use classifications based 
on the characteristics and functions of the different tools (Abeysinghe and Alsobhi 2013, 
267).  

 
A number of scholars have argued that social media did not ‘suddenly appear’ but 

are instead the outcome of a long evolution in information technologies (Backhouse 2009, 
2). These new ‘social’ media platforms are part of an evolution in what has been coined 
‘Web 2.0’ by Tim O’Reilly. Web 2.0, according to O’Reilly, means a “change from the web as 
a publishing platform to a tool supporting participation (Fuchs 2007, 390).” Manuel Castells 
(Castells 2011) prefers to talk about a paradigm shift in which the age of mass 
communication has given way to an age of mass-self communication. The implementation of 
Web 2.0 tools in a business context has sometimes been referred to as ‘Enterprise 2.0’ 
(Mcafee 2006).  

 
It is clear that social media as a concept defies easy definitions. Common 

characteristics include participation of the user, computer mediated communication (CMC) 
and more interactivity between producer and consumer, sometimes labeled ‘Produsage’ 
(Bruns 2008). In this article we have chosen to use the classification made by Cann et al. 
(Cann, Dimitriou, and Hooley 2011).  
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Table 1: Classification of Social Media Tools by Cann et al. (2011) 

 
 
In contrast to the previous concepts the idea of what constitutes an SME has been 

clearly defined by EU law (EU recommendation 2003/361). In this definition, two criteria are 
taken into account, namely the number of employees and the yearly turnover or balance 
sheet total. We have taken the constant in this definition, being the number of employees, as 
central criterion in our analysis. 

 

ADOPTION AND USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA: EXISTING MODELS 
 
The aim of this section is to provide the reader with an overview of theoretical 

frameworks that can be used to study the adoption of social media in professional contexts. 
The goal is not to discuss the separate models in detail. Instead we have chosen to highlight 
possible venues for current and future research. The first models presented are general 
models on the adoption of technology. Next, we list models to study SMEs’ adoption of 
Information System (IS) innovations. We conclude with a state of the art focusing specifically 
on the adoption of social media in SMEs.  

 
Table 2: Models on the adoption and diffusion of technology 

 
Note: Original overview presented in the work of Talukder et al. (Talukder, Quazi, and 
Djatikusumo 2013, 1687) 
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Table 3: Models on the adoption of IS innovations in SMEs 

 
Note: Original overview presented in the work of Ramdani et al. (Ramdani, Kawalek, and 
Lorenzo 2009) 

 
Studies on the organizational adoption of social media can be subdivided into two 

groups. A first group of studies is focused on the organizational adoption of social media 
while a second group puts more emphasis on the individual adoption of these tools. What 
both groups have in common is that the bulk of all studies concentrate on large enterprises. 
This has also been noticed by Peris et al. (Peris et al. 2013) who write that: “as a result we 
can state that in academic research the acceptance of Web 2.0 and social media across 
companies and especially in the context of SME networks is not considered so far (p. 2795).”  

 
Some scholars argue that the adoption process of different social media can differ. 

Barnes & Mattson (Ganim Barnes and Mattson 2009) for example have witnessed growth in 
some technologies (e.g. SNS, Blogging) while the use of others (e.g. message boards, 
podcasting) declines. Ramdani et al. (Ramdani, Kawalek, and Lorenzo 2009) offer a possible 
explanation by arguing that factors influencing the adoption process differ according to the 
specific tools under study.  

 
In this research we focus on the adoption of social media at the organizational level 

in contrast to adoption at the personal level. This means that adoption is only considered as 
such when it is accepted as an official communication tool within the organization. 
Additionally, we do not only consider social media use but also adoption, perceived output 
and obstacles preventing adoption. We have chosen not to focus on specific platforms 
because these can disappear as witnessed in the rapid decline of previously popular 
platforms like MySpace and Netlog. Instead we choose to work with categorizations of 
platforms as suggested by Cann et al. (Cann, Dimitriou, and Hooley 2011). 

 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI): REPORTED BENEFITS OF USING 
SOCIAL MEDIA  

 
In 2003 Venkatesh et al. postulated the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology (UTAUT) for explaining user intentions and subsequent usage behavior of 
information systems. The authors identified performance and effort expectancy, social 
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influence, and facilitating conditions as determinants with direct impact. The impact of these 
four key constructs on usage intention and behavior are mediated by gender, age, 
experience, and voluntariness of use. Subsequent validation of UTAUT in a longitudinal study 
found it to account for seventy percent of the variance in usage intention (Venkatesh et al. 
2003). 

 
In this light we can understand the finding of Durkin et al. (Durkin, McGowan, and 

McKeown 2013) who argue that a universally common motivator for social media adoption 
is that companies share the anxiety of losing out if they do not adopt the new tools. In 
contrast to what we might expect when reasoning from a rational theory perspective, Durkin 
et al. (2013) argue that anxiety is the main driver of social media adoption, not a thoughtful 
and well-planned agenda.  

 
In line with this finding there are a number of studies of which the authors state that 

the adoption of social media is often the result of ‘convenient implementation’, mostly 
focused on achieving quick gains (Annabi and McGann 2013, 63). Under the same heading 
can be categorized those situations where social media are adopted to respond to an 
internal communication or public relations crisis (Norman and Huerta 2006). 

 
In SMEs, decisions on the adoption of new tools cannot be detached from the 

entrepreneur’s perception of their use. According to Marcati et al. (Marcati, Guido, and 
Peluso 2008, 1583) entrepreneurs tend to think of innovations as incremental and more 
dealing with production than marketing or accounting. However, we feel that the important 
nuance must be made that these findings may vary according to the business or sector under 
study.  

 
A survey of the International Data Corporation (IDC) has shown that SMEs seem to 

have reached certain maturity in using social media for customer facing and marketing 
processes but often fail to identify how to leverage social media tools into other areas 
(Bonagura 2013). Our aim in this study is therefore to focus on a number of fields in which 
the adoption of social media has most value-creating potential. Based on a McKinsey report 
(2012), we have identified four domains, which we have labeled “internal communication”, 
“external communication”, “knowledge sharing” and “recruitment”. 

 

THE ADOPTION OF SOCIAL MEDIA: EXISTING CHALLENGES 
 
Related to the previous section on ROI are the existing challenges in adopting social 

media successfully. Kuikka & Åkkinen (Kuikka and Äkkinen 2011) have categorized these 
challenges into two broad groups. A first group consists of challenges organizations face 
internally. One of the most important elements hindering the adoption is a lack of resources. 
This problem is expected to be even more prominent in SMEs where budgets are tight and 
employees already combine tasks in their current jobs. As already mentioned, the personality 
of the entrepreneur is also an important factor in understanding why some SMEs adopt new 
technological tools while others do not. Internal discussions on whether to adopt a new 
technology also often revolve around the question of clear arrangements on authorization 
and ownership in using the new tools.  
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External challenges, the second group in the analysis of Kuikka & Åkkinen (2011), 

are those factors that cannot be entirely controlled by the organization. These same authors 
mention legal issues, concerns about the alignment of public and private network identity as 
well as fear for the effects on company reputation as belonging to this group. A central 
element in all these factors is an existing uneasiness of corporate decision makers to 
relinquish control.  

 
Research on the factors hampering the adoption of social media in SMEs is still in its 

early phases. This gap in the literature is even more pressing in the face of a study published 
by Gartner in which the authors argue that 80% of social business initiatives will provide 
disappointing results over the next three years (Mann et al. 2012). In a common social 
business report, MIT Sloan Management Review and Deloitte report three reasons why social 
media initiatives fail so often. Full details can be found in the report (Kiron et al. 2013). 
However, what is interesting for this research is what these reasons have in common. The 
conclusion comes down to the observation that organizations launch social business projects 
without clear objectives, are reluctant to invest resources (mainly time and money) and 
expect too much too fast in terms of financial returns. These ingredients create a fertile soil 
for boom-and-bust scenarios in which managers expect too much from a technology that 
contributes to their disappointment if the technology does not bring the expected results or 
financial gains.  

 

METHOD 
 
The first step in answering the question whether SMEs are different from larger 

enterprises with regard to the adoption of social media platforms consists of selecting an 
appropriate sample. The option of choosing a random sample of all enterprises active in a 
given geographical location was dropped because there are no indications to expect 
differences based on this factor. Instead, we tried to find a network of organizations of which 
the members are expected to be amongst the early adopters. It is expected that if differences 
with regard to company size are spotted here, they are likely to be found in other samples as 
well. VOV, a non-profit networking organization focusing on Human Resources (HR), more 
specific knowledge sharing in public and private businesses, fulfilled the necessary criteria 
and granted access to its members’ database. A sufficiently large sample was obtained 
ensuring the reliability of our results.  

 
An online anonymous survey was developed and disseminated through the use of 

Qualtrics. The reason for choosing this type of survey is related to the fact that online 
communication is the standard mode of interaction between VOV and its members. Other 
means of distributing the survey are not expected to significantly alter the obtained results. 
The survey was sent to all members of the network, being 848 employees from 396 
organizations. The members are active in various professional activities in different economic 
sectors. The questionnaire was distributed between 19 April and 8 May 2012 and yielded 
182 responses, which results in a response percentage of 21 %. The obtained data can be 
considered statistically representative for all members of VOV Network when working with a 
confidence level of 95% and a margin of error of 7 %.  
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A total of 67 responses were excluded from further analysis because they did not 

supply sufficient information about the variables of interest. All people who filled out the 
survey are members of VOV and therefore comparable in terms of their ability to answer the 
survey questions. Most of the respondents (43%) are working in HR departments.  

 
The survey consisted of 27 questions falling under 4 headings reflecting the 4 

selected fields of interest (internal communication, external communication, knowledge 
sharing and recruitment). A number of statistical tests were run in SPSS to detect whether the 
observed differences in the use of different social media platforms and the intensity of this 
use in the aforementioned fields of interest were also statistically significant. The results of 
this analysis are presented in the following section.  

 

RESULTS 
 
An overview of the literature has led us to the conclusion that there are few studies 

offering comparative data on the adoption rates of different social media platforms in 
organizational contexts allowing scholars to determine whether social media adoption takes 
on different forms in SMEs. Based on the classification of social media tools by Cann et al. 
(2011) we have looked for significant differences between SMEs and larger organizations 
with regard to the adoption of different social media platforms in four important value-
creating areas (internal communication, external communication, knowledge sharing, 
recruitment).  

 
Table 4: Adoption of Social Media Tools in Four Value-creating areas  

 n = 105 (total number of respondents)  
* Significant differences found between SMEs and larger organizations at 0,05 level 
** Significant differences found between SMEs and larger organizations at 0,001 

level  
 
The results in table 1 indicate that, in almost all cases, less than half of the 

respondents report using social media platforms in our domains of interest. Social 
networking services (including popular platforms like Facebook and Linkedin) are clearly the 
most used. The figures show that blogging and microblogging services like Blogger, Twitter 
and Wordpress as well as internal (social) networks including social intranets are also widely 
used. In line with our expectations, these data suggest that not all platforms are used to the 
same end. Some, like internal social networks are most suited - and therefore logically also 
most used – for internal communication purposes while other tools, like Social Networks 
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Services (SNS) and (micro)blogging are rather used to communicate with external 
stakeholders.  

 
Table 5: Statistically Significant Differences between SMEs and larger enterprises regarding 
the adoption of social media platforms in four domains of interest 

 
 

Only in a few cases did we find significant statistical differences between SMEs and 
larger organizations with regard to the adoption of different social media tools in the four 
areas of interest. The details of these results can be found in table 2. A remarkable finding is 
that 3 out of 7 statistically significant differences were related to the use of an internal social 
network. These figures show that there is a higher chance of finding internal social networks 
in large companies.   

 
Where statistical significant evidence was found, the data seem to argue in favor of 

the hypothesis that large companies have higher adoption rates of different social media 
platforms in the four value-creating areas under study. However, higher adoption rates do 
not give us any information about the intensity with which these platforms are used. A 
different analysis comparing the mean ranks regarding the intensity of use of different 
platforms between SMEs and their larger counterparts revealed, in line with our hypothesis, 
that the intensity with which social media platforms are used is also higher in large 
enterprises. Still, a critical nuance to be made is that this conclusion does only hold in the 
case of SNS and internal social networks. Unsurprisingly, these are also the best known and 
most used platforms. The lack of statistically significant results in the other cases is most 
likely due to the low adoption rates of these other social media platforms.  

 
Table 6: Comparing the intensity of use of different social media platforms between SMEs 
and larger organizations 

 
 

There are several reasons why organizations adopt social media into their daily 
workings. Amongst the more important reasons are the expected gains derived from this 
adoption process. This can be expected since organizations hope to get a good return on 
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investment (ROI). A remarkable finding of our survey is that respondents report positive 
effects brought by using social media and this in all four fields included in the analysis. 
However, no statistically significant differences were found between SMEs and larger 
organizations regarding these reported benefits. The data additionally reveal that 
respondents have a hard time calculating the effects of social media adoption on company 
turnover. This conclusion can be drawn from the fact that almost half of the respondents who 
answered this question took a neutral position.  

 
Table 7: Reported benefits of adopting social media  

 
 

Of our sample 78,1 % of all respondents indicates that their organization uses social 
media professionally. Except for those respondents who were not sure (4,4%) this leaves us 
with 17,5 % reporting their organization has not yet adopted social media. This brings us to 
the important question why certain organizations opt-out for this innovation. Based on our 
theoretical framework including several models like Rogers’ innovation diffusion model and 
Venkatesh’ et al. Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), we have 
included a number of questions to briefly test which factors respondents consider to be 
decisive obstructions in the adoption process. A statistically significant difference was found 
between SMEs and larger organizations with regard to blocking access to social media 
platforms. This phenomenon seems to be substantially more common in the latter (Chi2= 
4,508; p= 0,034). Lack of knowledge and skills on how to use social media as well as lack 
of time are also frequently named, regardless of the size of the organization, as obstacles in 
the adoption process.  

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  
 
In the European Union SMEs make up 99% of all companies and provide 

employment for more than half of the European workforce. As a result, the European 
Commission has no choice but to consider these stakeholders in future initiatives aimed at 
leveraging social media in order to raise employment rates, encourage social inclusion and 
stimulate economic growth. Based on a recent IDC study reporting growing acceptance of 
social media among Western European SMEs, we would be inclined to conclude that things 
are moving in the right direction. However, the question remains whether an adoption gap 
still exists between SMEs and larger organizations.  

 
Based on a thorough screening of the academic literature, we have derived the 

hypothesis that bigger companies are in the lead with regard to social media adoption and 
use. Up until now the majority of scholarly contributions have approached social media as 
an aggregate or focused on a specific platform. Additionally, social media adoption is often 
studied as if it were a cause in itself. With our research we added to existing knowledge by 
making comparisons between platforms and this in four areas where, according to a 
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McKinsey report (2012), most value creation remains untapped. We did not only focus on 
the adoption of social media platforms in these areas but additionally examined 
respondents’ perceived ROI of these initiatives. To conclude, those who did not (yet) adopt 
social media were asked why this was the case.  

 
In spring 2012 a survey was disseminated among members of a knowledge sharing 

networking organization. Our data revealed that most respondents are HR professionals 
working in various organizations. A response rate of 21% resulted in a sample statistically 
representative for all members of the network. The sample size in itself can be seen as 
offering a unique view of social media adoption in the early-adopter segment of the market. 
Our results on the differences in social media adoption and use according to company size 
are therefore expected to be even more pronounced in random samples.  

 
Our data have shown that social networking sites are the most popular platforms 

and that the focus of most organizations is aimed at leveraging social media to communicate 
with external stakeholders. Where statistically significant differences were found they seem 
to confirm our initial hypothesis that larger companies, in comparison with SMEs, are more 
likely to adopt social media platforms and more inclined to use them more intensively. 
Especially with regard to the adoption of internal social media did we notice significant 
differences revealing that company size fundamentally affects internal communication 
processes.  

 
 A second group of results shows that respondents report positive effects in several 

important fields like customer relationship and company image. Even more interesting is 
that, with regard to the reported benefits, SMEs do not differ significantly from larger 
enterprises. This seems to indicate that the benefits of social media are not reserved solely 
for large organizations.  

 
To conclude we found that factors most frequently named as hampering the 

adoption process of social media are factors related to blocked access (significantly more 
prevalent in large organizations), a lack of knowledge and skills as well as tangible (e.g. 
money) and intangible (time, effort) resources. From our data we can therefore confirm our 
initial hypothesis that company size does matter with regard to the adoption of social media 
and that companies mostly focus their efforts on a few popular platforms like Linkedin, 
Twitter and Facebook to reach out to external stakeholders. However, once adopted both 
large organizations and SMEs seem to perceive important benefits. The results are hopeful 
but do indicate that SMEs are still catching up and lack knowledge, skills and resources to 
match the efforts of the bigger players. This information should encourage the E.U. to invest 
its resources where they have most potential to unlock value. Only this way can the E.U. 
obtain its goals and remain competitive with other economies.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper present the stages by which we associate a formal language of a 

economic process. It proposes the use of a mathematical model, described as a graph, for 
the specification of business processes such as: investments, organization of production, 
activities of economic analysis. It deals with those economic problems that may be put into 
formal practice when there is no possibility of using one of the known techniques, or when 
we are modeling a business process, a manufacturing process etc. 

 
Keywords: optimization algorithm, economic modeling, formal language, graph 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A production process can be simulated or modeled effectively using linear bounded 
automated. However, if every time stock elements are bounded, then a finite state 
automaton can simulate the complexity of machine depends essentially on the size of graphs 
that describe technology products recipes. The unit of time is greater, the more the 
grammars associated with a system are simple, and the system is easier modeling. 

Operation of many devices due to continuous processes and signal deviations from 
normality can be simulated using sequential transducers. Through the practical 
consequences of these results can be listed: the ordering, production planning and 
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programming, formal demonstration of the need for top-down design and implementation 
of information systems for manage the economic systems, necessity hierarchical 
management of socio-economic systems. 

Economic problems are put into formal practice when we wish to model a business 
process, a manufacture process, a part, etc. Each action of the respective business process is 
marked with: a, b, c, d, such actions having clearly defined periods of time, and the action 
pairs are those composed of strings of the form: ab*cab*bc…, ab, bb, bc, so that there are 
no other restrictions. 

 

2. USING FORMAL ELEMENTS FOR ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 
SPECIFICATION 

 
The model by which a language L is assigned to a business process Pi involves the 

following steps: 
1) For the beginning, we seek the elementary events of a process, namely the 

actionable atoms, by means of which any process development can be written as a string. 
Most times these events are naturally suggested by the process development. In some cases, 
we cannot make a natural separation of these elementary actions, but we have to make a 
cut out of the process with respect to a conveniently chosen time unit. The description of this 
process will be interpreted as elementary events; 

2) In both cases, the essential problem is represented by the finitude/ finiteness of 
the elementary events inventory, or otherwise of the vocabulary we are working on; 

3) Once the vocabulary has been found, we pass on to the identification of the 
language which describes the process. This requires knowing the process and the rules of 
process development; 

4) The purpose is to build effectively a grammar that generates strings that satisfy all 
these conditions imposed by fairness. Formally expressed, it can be written as [ATAN07]1: 

Given c1,c2, ... ,cn, the conditions that a string of elementary events must satisfy in 
order to be correct. For each i=1,2, ... ,n we build a language L(ci) of all strings that comply 
with the condition ci ignoring the others. The language that is sought is the intersection of all 
languages, namely: 


n

i
icLPL

1

)()(


         (1) 

Obtaining the languages L(ci) is carried out so that each condition corresponds to 
another method of building an associated language, namely its grammar. This way we can 
obtain an automat or a grammar used for simulating the system under consideration, and 
the conclusions on system behavior are obtained with the help of the automat. 

A mathematic model, called graph, can be used successfully in investments, 
organization of production, economic analysis activities, transport, etc. The graph is “a figure 
composed of points connected by arrows. The points symbolize different elements depending 
on the modeled phenomenon, and the arrows represent the connections that are established 
between the elements”. 
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“Given },...,,{ 21 nxxxX   a finite set and )(: XPXU   which attaches to any 

Xxi   a subset XxU i )( . The pair ),( UX  is called graph. The elements of X are 

called the graph’s vertices. A pair of vertices ),( 1 jxx forms an arc if )( ij xUx  .” 

“A graph ),( UX  is marked, if there is a set  and a function U:  which 

associates to each arc an element from   called label” [ATAN02], [ATAN07], [CREA04], 

[JALO06]. 
From the definition of graph, for two nodes ai, aj of X, we cannot consider more than 

two arcs, differently oriented so that they might connect to each other. Waiving this 
restriction leads to consider the concept of multigraph. Multigraph is the pair (X, U), where X 

is the finite set of nodes, and ,XXU     is the finite set of labels. Between two 

nodes of X, there may be more arcs, differently labeled. By formalizing, we may notice that 
the path d has been identified by a string of the vocabulary X={x1, x2, ..., xn}. Just as well, 
the path d may be identified by the string: (ai1, ai2) (ai1, ai2)... (ai1, ai2), therefore like a string 

of arcs, a string of U*. If the function is injective, namely a string of *  can be assigned to 

each path of  , but the same string of * might correspond to more distinct paths of the 

graph  . This shift from paths in graphs to strings of symbols allows any problem regarding 
paths in graphs to be formulated and solved as a linguistic problem. In fact, there is an 
isomorphism between multigraph and finite automats. First of all, we naturally associate to 
each finite automat a multigraph, defined as: 

 

}),),,(|?),,{(,()( VaasssasKA ijji          (2) 

 
Vocabulary V is considered like lots of labels. To view the original state machine on 

this multigraph, draw an arrow from the outside toward the node associated with the initial 
state and the final states they encircle it with two lines.. Even if automatic A is deterministic, 

multigraph )(A can actually be a multigraph and not a marked graph. This think can be 

explained such. 
Whether regular language: L = {a, b}{c*}{a, b}. This language can be recognized 

by the next deterministic finite automaton. 

),,,,,( 0 FsVKA          (3) 

where:  

},{},,{},,,{ 2210 sFbaVsssK  100 ),(),( sbsas   ,   (4) 

11 ),( scs  , 210 ),(),( sbsas   , 

 
and associated multigraph is:  

)}).,,(),,,(),,,(),,,(),,,{(,()( 2121111010 sbssasscssbssasKA    (5) 
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Multigraph )(A  associated with a finite automaton ),,,,( 0 FsVKA   is a graph 

marked only if either as: ,,,, 2121 VaaKss   if ),( 112 ass   and ),( 212 ass  , then 

21 aa  . Thus, it is concluded that: the language of )(A is infinite if only multigraph )(A  

contains circuits.  

Demonstrating backwards: if given a multigraph ),( UX  with XXU  , 

we can build the following associated finite automats: and 

XsXsXsA  000 ),,,,,(),(   for Xs  and a , }.)',,(,'{),( UsasXsas   

Any path in the multigraph   with the initial node in point s0, corresponds to a string of the 

language )),(( 0sAT   and vice versa. 

For finding all roads that unite a node si with a node sj, will take si like initial state 

and  sj, like final state (F = sj), ), then the language )),,(( 21 ssAT   indicate exactly the set of 

all roads in the form of rows of labels. 

If ),( UX  is a graph, then we may consider U  and ),( ji ss , and the 

previous automat will recognize paths written under the form of arcs. In order to obtain the 

paths of an unmarked graph ),( UX  written as strings over X – the set of nodes, with 

the help of a grammar, we may get the following result: 

Given ),,,}({)( PSXUSG   where S is a new symbol and P:  

}),(|),{(}),(),,(|),(

),{(},|),({

UsssssUsssssss

ssUsssssSP

jijjikjjikjj

jijijii




   (6) 

Obviously, the language ))(( GL  comprises all paths of the graph   written as 

strings of nodes. In order to generate only the paths that leave, for instance, from a given 

node si, we will eliminate all rules of the form: ),( jkk sssS   for any ik  . 

Similarly, in order to generate only paths which end in a given node sj, we will 

eliminate all end rules of the form: kki sss ),( , with jk  . 

It is worth noting the fact that, if the graph   comprises circuits, then the language 

))(( GL  is infinite. 

The demonstration is the following: 

Given 11 ,,..., iipi sss  in the graph   and the associated string x. Obviously, any 

sequence xn represents a path in  , so it is in the language ))(( GL and, therefore, this 

language is infinite. Vice versa, if ))(( GL  is infinite, then according to the lemma uvw for 
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regular languages, it results that for any string z long enough to be written under the form of 

uvw with 0|| v , so that uviw ))((  GL , for any 0i . If ipii sssv ...21  because 

ipiiipii ssssssvv ...... 2121
 
represents a path in  , it result that vsi1 represents a circuit. 

Another way to address these problems and namely, to obtain the roads from a 
graph using the grammar is used to bypass trees. 

Whether G = (V, VT, S, P), a context-free grammar, so that every derivation D in 
grammar G, is associated with a derivation tree, such: 

 is marked with the S tree root; 
 if a tree node is marked with an unfinished  A and in the derivation D this 

nonterminal is rewritten using rules : rxxxA ...21 , ix  being the terminal or non-terminal 

symbols, then node A has r descendants mark from left to right with the symbols  rxxx ...21 . 

 According [ATAN02], [ATAN07], [JALO06], we may assign to a 

graph ),( UX , the grammar: ),},{,}({)( PSbXSG   , where: 

}|{}),(|{}|{ XsbsUssssXssSP ijjijiii     (7) 

Any derivation in the grammar )(G  will be of the form: 

bsssS ikii  ...21 , with ikii sss ...21 . We must make clear the fact that, when we 

refer only to paths from the node si  to the node sj, then we keep the initial and end rules, 

namely isS 
 
and bs j  . 

We must mention the fact that all derivations of b in the grammar )(G  will indicate 

such paths. Based on the building of grammar )(G  we may find all optimal paths, in terms 

of transport, on certain itineraries, with certain restrictions, in time units. 
In order to generate all possible itineraries that meet the conditions of a problem, it 

is necessary to be constructed by a linear grammar )(G for each race, so to have all 

itineraries that start with a point of departure, according to that race. 
For finding a minimum total road duration, going once through each point of the 

graph, there is at least one solution is found through Hamiltonian paths of a graph . 

Given ),( UX , a marked graph, so that to any arc of U we assign a positive real 

number expressing the duration of passing it, or otherwise, the cost of passing that arc. This 
problem may have interpretation in transport issues, in the technological flow of processing 

some parts nppp ,...,, 21 , on a certain machine, by replacing a part pi and adapting the 

machine in order to process another part pj, so that the time c(pi,pj) for the preparation 
thereof be minimal. In order to solve these problems, we can use optimal and heuristic 
algorithms.  In order to generate all Hamiltonian paths in a graph, there’s the method of 
Latin multiplication, mentioning the fact that it is difficult to program in order to be executed 
on the computer, assuming the memorizing of all paths with the length I in order to be able 
to generate paths with the length i+1. 

An algorithm that requires little memory, and which can be applied to any graph, is 
the algorithm based on the algorithm for generating permutations of a set in a 
lexicographical order.  
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Be an oriented graph ),( UX , X={a1, a2, ... ,an}, X orderly crowd with the 

orderly  indices of the nodes, extending this to X* introducing the orderly lexicographer 
between the strings so that x, yX*: 

If )(Pr yefx , than it says that x < y 

If  )(Pr yefx and )(Pr xefy , but ,21 xaxx i 31 xaxy j with cu x1,x2,x3X* and 

ji aa   than it says that  x < y. We build the following grammar, independent from the  

context:  

),},{,}({ PSbXSG  , where: 

 },...,2,1|{},...,{ 21 nibaaaaSP in     (8) 

  jUaaiiiiaaaa ijikikiii  ,),(},,...,{,...{ 2,121  și }....21 kiii   

It observed that exists an unique derivation shift A, in report with the grammar G, 
with the following proprieties:  

 Any way in  A, has the length at most  n+ 1; 
 Any way contains different nodes; 

 The shift is maximal, in the sense that no rule bai  can’t be replaced with 

an undetermined rule without violate the integrate to one of the proprieties 1 or 2.  
There are removed from this shift all the ways, which have the length less than  n+1 

after its eliminated all the terminals arch, so the one who has the form  bai  , resulting a 

new shift  A'. 
Starting from the following theory [ATAN07], [CREA04], [JALO06]: ” The shift  A'  

contains all the Hamiltonians ways from graph  and the order endings ways from  A', 
match with the lexicography order of the Hamiltonian’s ways from  ”, resulting that the 
engendering  algorithm of the Hamiltonian’s ways, from graph  , it reduce to engendering 

from left to right of the shifts ways A'. Being )'},,,...,2,1,0({' Un    the extending graph, 

where: 

|),{(}),(|),{(' ioUaajiU ji   exist },...,2,1|),{(}),( niiUaa ji   (9) 

Considering the matrix 

jkkjim  |min{),(  și ,'),( Uki   }.,...,2,1,0, nji     (10) 

Being the graph: 

)}).,(),,(),,(),,(),,}{(,,,({ 23424131214321 aaaaaaaaaaaaaa   (11) 

Consider the associate graph: 
= (  
         {0,1,2,3,4, }, 
           {  
                     (1,2),(1,3),(1,4), 
                     (2,4),(3,2),        (12) 
              (0,1),(0,2),(0,3),(0, ), 
                     (1, ),(2, ),(3, ),(4, )  
          }  
          ),  
And the corresponding matrix is the following: 
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444

4322

321

, 

To get the crowd )(H and not P(X), the necessary modifications which are made, 

are necessary data like (ark,ark+1)U for any k.  The verification is made by using the matrix 
m.  

Considering the extension of the concept of Hamiltonian’s way. Being ),( UX  

un orientated graph, X={a1, a2,...,an}. 
Any n with form v = (p1, p2, ... ,pn), where pi is  un positive whole number  for any  i, 

it is called frequency vector.  A way from  passing through the node ai exactly on pi or, it is 
called Hamiltonian way engender associated vector v. I this case, if v = (1 ... n), then 
determine the classical notion of Hamiltonian way. The problem of searching the 
Hamiltonian’s ways, generalized, associated a vector v=(pl,p2,...,pn), can be reduced by one 
usual Hamilton way so that, for each node  ai we insert  pi - 1 new distinct nodes. 

 

3. MODELING THE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS WITH HELP OF THE GRAPH 
THEORY 
 
 If the graph is seen like a image of a system, the nodes representing the components 
of the system, than the immediate interpretation of an arch (xi, xj)  is that the component  xi, 
influences directly the component  xj. If the nodes are described as possible moods for the 
economic system, it can be said that an arch (xi, xj) signify the fact that the system can pass 
directly from status xi, in status xj. In both of the cases it has to do only with information 
about direct links; tough if a component xi  doesn’t influence directly the component  xj it can 
be influenced by other components, existing a series of intermediate components : x1, 
x2,...,xk, each a direct influence on the next and  xi, directly on  x1, while xk  has directly 
influence on xj. So, if it can be realized the through from stage xi, directly in stage xj,  it could 
still go through several stages and through other intermediate states. Since finding these 
influences  or possible transitions , is usually very important, this thing isn’t quite simple to 
realize for the case of a system with many components, therefore it is necessary to formalize 
the notion of possible ‘’influences” and ‘’ crosswalks’’, not necessarily directly. It is obvious 
that „xi influences xj" or "the crosswalk from stage xi in stage xj" is equivalent to saying that 
there in a graph exists a way from node xi to node xj. 

 
3.1 Search algorithms based on graph theory 

For modelling, the economic system it are used several techniques. A method used 
frequently, is the one that appeals to search algorithms. 

In [CORM02], [RADE02], is described the algorithm with help of which it makes 
searching for, in a directed graph with a finite number of nodes, to find all the possible 
ways.  

So: 
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1 Step: it is build the Boolean matrix is built of direct adjacent, corresponding to the 
graph, noted with A. In this situation all the ways have the length 1. 

 It must be noticed that there is a connection between this matrix and the roads of 
length 2.  

Being two nodes xi and xj from graph. The existence of a road of length 2 between 
them implies the existence of a node xk, from the graph, with the property that there are the 
arch (xi ,xk) as well as arch  and arc (xi,xk) . To see if this exists, it takes at a run every node of 
the graph and check if there is or not both arcs ((xi, xk) and (xi, xk)). This is equivalent with 
checking if the directly adjacent of the Boolean matrix, exists any index k so that the k-line 
element i and the element k of the column j  are both equal to 1:   

111

100

10
.


   

101

000

10
.


 

then the verifications, described above, appear to be equivalent to the process of 
verification of the situation in which the element from the position (i,j)  of A2  equal to 1. The 
value 1 only say that there is at least one way, whose length is 2, between xi, and xj. If you 
want to determine the number of ways of length 2, there are used the rules of multiplication 
and addition.  

Also, it can be observed  that if there is a road of length 3 situated between nodes xi,  
and xj, , this implies the existence of a node xk  so that you can determine the existence of a 
road with length 2 from xi, to xk , and an arch from xk  to xj, , which is equivalent with  the  
check of existence to at least of an index k  so that the element k  placed on line i of the  
matrix A2 and the element k  on the j-th column in the matrix A  are at the same time equal 
with 1 or, more simple, if the element (i,j) from A3  is 1. 

Starting from the ones presented above shows that the existing roads with length k, 
is given by the matrix values Ak , if you have used rules of Boolean algebra and their number 
are given by Ak  if the usual rules were used.  

 
Step 2: we calculate, in succession, the power of A till the power of An-1. 
If between the nodes xi,  and xj  exists a road with  length   n , then he will contain a 

number of nodes at least equal to n+1  and, as in the graph are just n peaks, it is clear that at 
least one, for example xk,, will appear twice. Here will be, in this case, a road from the xi, to the 
first appearance of the xk, and a road from the last apparition of the xk and xj. Eliminating all the 
nodes of the first appearance of xk and the last one, it results a way from xi, to xj, xj, in which xk 
appears only once. Applying the method described above, all nodes with multiple appearances 
on the road, it will get a road from xi, to xj, in which each node appeared only once, which is 
obviously less than n arches. In conclusion, if there is at least one way from xi, to xj , then there is 
an elementary way and there will exist  a power of A, between A1 and An-1, in which the position 
(i,j)  is different from 0. In order to demonstrate the existence of a road between any two nodes it 
is necessary to calculate only the first n-1  powers of A.  

 
Step 3: we calculate the matrix D = A + A 2 + ... + An-1  
If you want only the determination of roads between the nodes, and not their 

number, you use multiplication and the Boolean adding, and in accordance with the above 
observation, we obtain: 
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dij= 
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xlaxladedrumunniciexistănudacă

xlaxladedrumunputincelexistădacă

,0

,1
 (13) 

In this case you can observe that:  
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n ACACACACIAA   (14) 

DAAAA n  132 ...  

As a result it is enough to calculate only the power n-2 of the  matrix A+I , and then 
the multiplication with A . The advantage of this method, in terms of the economy, is 
supported by the following observation: if D contains all pairs of arches, among which there 
exists a road , then:   

DAAAAAAD knnnn   ...)...( 112  being any  0k  

  DAAAAAAAIAA knnnnkn 11122 ...)...()(  (15) 

222 )()()(   nknn IAAIAAIAA being any 0k   

Therefore, starting with power k = n-2, all matrices Ak are equal. As such, it goes 
directly to the calculation of any powers of A+I  which is greater than or equal to n-1. 

For example, you can calculate: 
r

IAIAIAIA 2222 )(,...,)(,)(,)(
321

 ,     (16) 

 

where r represents the first power of  2 for which: 22  nr .  

The above procedure allows you to determine if there is or not at least a road 
between two nodes, possibly what length he has and how many are this long. However, in 
practical problems, the most important is to know which actually these roads are. 
Considering that, all roads can be decomposed into elementary roads, and in the practical 
problems, they are generally matters of interest, the following steps of the algorithm will be 
dedicated to finding them and their decomposition. In order to find them, we use the 
representation of the graph through the Latin matrix from the case F.  

The Latin matrices attend to the relation for defining a graph. Sequences of peaks 
from a graph can be characterized by certain properties. According to [MINU02]”the peaks 
from an orientated graph which have the same proprieties and, which succeed in a one 
compatible order with the order from the graph, it is called sequence”. The operation can be 
realized with the sequences, which have the same property, is called concatenation. 

  
The 4th step: building the Latin matrix  L associated to the graph, where: 

  lij=




),(,0

),(,

ji

jiji

xxarchexistnotif

xxarchexistifxx
   (17) 

and matrix 
~

L  is defined by: 
 

  
~

l =




),(,0

),(,

ji

jij

xxarchexistnotif

xxarchexistifx
   (18) 

 
named the Latin matrix reduced. 
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The process for finding a way with length size 2, from xi, to xj implies finding a node 
with the property that the arches exist (xi,xk) and (xk,xj)  and memorize the vector (xi, xk, xj) 
.This is equivalent for finding a index k so that the element on the k position of i line, from 

the L matrix should be xi,xk and the element on the k position of column j, from the matrix 
~

L  

should be xj. It will be multiplied matrix L with the matrix 
~

L ,but using special calculation 
rules, named Latin multiply and addition.  

It is called alphabet, a set of signs named symbols or letters }/{ Iisi   where I is a 

ordinary set of indexes, defined or undefined. 

It is called word a set defined by symbols named: 
niii SSS ...

21
. 

It is called latin multiply an operation defined by the set of words from an alphabet 
noted ”xL” so: 

 

  s
mnm jjjiiijjjLiii ssssssssssss ............

21212121
     (19) 

 
the product of two words is obtained by “counteraction” them. 
The Latin multiply is associative, has a neutral element the word void, is not 

commutative and an element is irreversible only is the word is void. 
It is called Latin addition a function defined on a set of words of an alphabet with 

values in the set of the parts set of words, noted ”+L” as: 
 










m

n

m
jjj

iii

jjjLiii sss

sss
ssssss

...

...
......

21

21

2121
     (20) 

 
the sum of  two words is the set having those two words. 
 
The 5th step: is calculated, successive, the matrix: 

L2=L L
~

L  , L3=L2
L

~

L  , ..., Lk+1=Lk
L

~

L      (21) 

 
Using the Latin multiply and addition operations, the alphabet being the set of nodes 

of the graph, where the multiply operation is easily to modified, the product of two elements 
of the matrix is 0,in case at least one is zero or a common node comes and is the Latin 
product of them , in contrary case. 

From the way it was built, the matrix Lk will contain all the elementary ways of length 
k. Due to the fact that an elementary way has at most n nodes it results that: 

 the first n-1 powers of L contain all the ways from the graph; 
 there are powers of L that are higher or equal to n and has all the elements 

equal to 0; 
 matrix Ln-1  contain all the Hamilton ways from the graph(if they exist); 
Because obtaining the matrix D, using the method described earlier, needs a volume 

very high of calculation, for example: for a graph with 100 nodes, calculations will be 
100x100 raised to 100 power, for the D matrix it can be applied with success the next 
algorithm: 
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Step one: the adjacency matrix A is built; 
Step two: for each line is addition, Boolean, all the j line for those aij = l; 
Step 3: it repeat the step two until the matrix remain the and there are no ’1’s. 
The last matrix resulted is the matrix of the D ways, also named the matrix of total 

connection. This method, although easier, it does not lead which are those ways and for 
finding them, it applies, for instance, Latin multiply. 

 
3.2 Optimization algorithms of the economic flow based on the graph theory 

Considering that, the economic flows can be associated with some flows from the 
classic graph theory, in economic theory and practices it assumes using a set of algorithms, 
evolved, and developed in operation research. From these algorithms it was choose Ford 
Fulkerson. 

The method Ford-Fulkerson solves the maximum flow problem. This method is based 
on three important theories, which exceed the algorithm and it is also used in other 
problems related to flows: residual networks, improvement ways and cuts [CORM02], 
[RADE02]. 

Ford-Fulkerson’s method is iterative. It starts with a flow f(u, v) = 0 for Vvu , , like 

the initial flow with value 0.At every step of the iteration it enlarges the value of the flow by 
finding a „improvement way”, which is a way along which its flow can be enlarged, so its 
value too. Repeat those steps until these is no improvement way found. 

 
a) Residual network 
For a transport network and a flow, it can be said that there is a residual network 

that consist from the arches that admit the biggest flow. According to [CORM02], if there is a 
transport network with the form: G=(V, U) with source s and destination t, and f is a flow in 

G and is considered a pair of peaks Vvu , , the amount of additional flow which can be 

transported from u to v, without overcome the capacity c(u,v), is the residual capacity of the 
arch (u,v) defined by: 

),(),(),( vufvucvuc f         (22) 

Having a transportation network G= (V,E) and a f flow, the residual network of G 

induced by f is ),( ff EVG  , where: 

}0),(:),{(  vucVVvuE ff       (23) 

Every arch of the residual network, or residual arch, admits a strictly positive grow of 
the flow. 

It can be observed that (u, v) can be an arch in Ef even though it is not an arch in E, 

is observed that EE f  .This kind of arch (u,v) can appear in Gf only if Euv ),(  and if 

there is a positive flow from v to u. Because the flow f(u,v) from u to v is negative, 

),(),(),( vufvucvuc f  is positive and fEvu ),( .Because the arch (u,v) can appear in 

the residual network only if at least one of the arches (u,v) and (v,u) appear in the original 

network ,we have EE f 2 .It can be observed that the residual network Gf is a transport 

network with capacity function cf. 
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b) Improvement ways 
According to [CORM02],”having a transport network G= (V,E) and a flow f, a 

improvement way p is a simple way from s to t in the residual network Gf. After the definition 
of the residual network, every arch (u,v) on an improvement way admits a additional positive 
flow ,without breaking the restriction of capacity.” 

Residual capacity of p is the maximum capacity of the flow that can be transported 
along the improvement way p, given by the formula: 

}),(:),(min{)( pwaytheisvuvucpc ff      (24) 

 
 c) Cuts in the transport network 

Ford-Fulkerson’s method grows the flow repeatedly, along the improvement ways, 
until it gets to a maximum flow. The theorem of the maximum flow-minimum cut, 
demonstrates the fact that a flow is maximum, if and only if in the residual network doesn’t 
exist ways of improvement. 

A cut (S,T) of a transport network G=(V,E) is a partition of the V set in the S and T=V-

S set, so Ss and Tt .If f is a flow ,then the cut flow (S,T) is defined equal to f(S,T).The 

capacity of the cut (S,T) is c(S,T). A minimum cut is the cut with the lowest capacity from the 
whole network cuts. 

 
d) Ford-Fulkerson algorithm 
In every iteration a Ford-Fulkerson method is searching for a randomly improvement 

way p and it is growing the flow f along way p at residual capacity cf(p). Implementation of 
the method allows the calculation of the maximum flow in the G= (V,E) graph, updating the 
flow f[u,v] between any other two peaks which are bounded thru an arch. If u and v are not 
bounded thru an arch in any other direction, it is suppose that f[u,v]=0. The value of the 
capacity of the peaks u and v is given by the function c(u,v) computable in a constant time , 

c(u,v)=0 if Evu ),( . 

 
Schematization of the algorithm Ford-Fulkerson (G,s,t): 
 

1: for every arch ][),( GEvu   execute 

2:                       0],[ vuf  

3:                      0],[ uvf  

4: as long there is a way p from s to t in the residual network Gf execute 

5:                     }),(:),(min{)( wayponisvuvucpc ff   

6:                     for every arch (u,v) din p execute 

7:                                  )(],[],[ pcvufvuf f  

8:                                  ],[],[ uvfuvf   

 
Lines between 1 and 3 initialize the flow i with value equal to 0. The cycle ”as long” 

from the 4-8 lines finds, by turn, an improvement way p in Gf and increases the f flow along 
p with the value of the residual capacity Cf(p). When there is no improvement way then f is at 
a maximum flow. 
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The execution time of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm depends on the way of 
determination of the improvement way p. If the chosen way is wrong it can happen that the 
algorithm does not stop: value of the flow increases successive, but doesn’t converge to its 
maximum value. 

The execution time of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is given by |)|( *fEO , where f* 

is the maximum flow resulted from the algorithm. The execution time for line 1 to 3 is 

)(E .Lines 4-8 executes at most | f* |, because the value of the flow increases at every 

step with at least a unit. 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS FOR A 
TRANSPORT PROBLEM 

 
A transport company has 35 trucks which must move in point J. Displacement of the 

35 trucks from one place to another is done in stages, so in the first step is to get as many of 
them in point J. In their way, the trucks have to make one more stop  in one of the other 
intermediate point B, C, D, E, F, G,H ,I, J . Reception conditions, supply and so on, are to be 
a limitation of routes used, existing capacities are listed on the network arches. 

 

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

12

3

20

4

4

5

6 3

3

5

35
10

13

10

12

 
 
The objectives are to determine the optimal transport plan so that, at this stage a 

large number of trucks could go toward point J. 
The problem of maximum flow crossing transport network, has the following 

mathematical form, using linear programming in order to fix it: 
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Where: ),( ji yxu   is the arch,   is the flow value and ,,
)( iju   is arch flow. 

Automaton corresponding to algorithm is ),,,,( 0 FqQM   and has the 

following values 

 JIHGFEDCBAQ ,,,,,,,,,  , F={J}, alphabet input is given by 

 12,10,13,3,5,3,3,10,5,4,4,6,5,20,3,12 , passing functions are defined in the following 

manner: 
 
 
 
 

BA )12,(
 

GB )5,(  EC )4,(  

CA )3,(  EB )6,(  FC )4,(  

DA )20,(
 

  

   

FD )5,(
 

GE )3,(  HF )5,(
 

ID )10,(
 

HE )3,(
 

IF )3,(  

   

JG )13,(
 

JH )10,(
 

JI )12,(
 

 

Regular grammar ),,,( PSVVG TN  where  JIHGFEDCBAVN ,,,,,,,,, , 

 12,10,13,3,5,3,3,10,5,4,4,6,5,20,3,12TV , with the set of rules for generating: 
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1) BA 12  2) CA 3  3) DA 20  

4) EB 6  5) GB 5   

6) EC 4  7) FC 4   

8) FD 5  9) ID 10   

10) GE 3  11) HE 3   

12) HF 5  13) IF 3   

14) JG 13    

15) H →10J   

16) JI 12    

17) J    

 
Possible derivations, based on the grammar are:  

135121351251212 )17()5()1(  JGBA  

133612133612361261212 )17()14()10()4()1(  JGEBA  

103612103612361261212 )17()15()11()4()1(  JHEBA  

1334313343343433 )17()14()10()6()2(  JGECA  

1034310343343433 )17()15()11()6()2(  JHECA  

1054310543543433 )17()15()12()7()2(  JHFCA  

1234312343343433 )17()16()13()7()2(  JIFCA  

105520105520552052020 )17()15()12()8()3(  JHFDA  

123520123520352052020 )17()16()13()8()3(  JIFDA  

121020121020102020 )17()16()9()3(  JIDA  

 

The language generated is L={ 13512  , 133612  , 103612  , 13343  , 

10343  , 10543  , 12343  , 105520  , 123520  , 121020  } 

In the case where for each sub graph defined by the grammar derivations, the 
maximum flow is established, there is the whole graph value of 41 trucks driving from point 
A to reach the point J. This is not correct because there are duplicates of the minimum flows 
on certain routes, which must be removed.  Solving the problem with the help of Ford-
Fulkerson algorithm,  the maximum flow starting from point A, and arrives at the point J, is 
28 trucks. 
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Figure 1. Solving problem with Ford-Fulkerson algorithm 
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It is observed that the difference between the two values is given by the carrying 

capacity of the point G, H and i. these values are: 
○ for the G-spot maximum capacity supported is 8, and from the grammar we obtain        

11 
○ for the H-spot maximum capacity supported is 8, and from the grammar we obtain   

14 
○ for the I-spot maximum capacity supported is 12, and from the grammar, we 

obtain 16 
The problem arises from section I for which, through grammar obtained above, there 

are the values given by sub graphs: ACFIJ, ADFIJ and ADIJ, which have a minimum capacity 
of 2, 3 and 10. Point 1 may have the maximum flow of just 12, according to problem solving 
using algorithm, resulting one from the two sub graphs (ACFIJ, ADFIJ) has in fact the 
minimum capacity of 2, and the other is doubled as value. 

To remove the duplicate values that are not found, there’s no method to bring a plus 
and to lead to a result equal to that which is found by the method obtained by Ford 
Fulkerson. 

In the case of a graph with a small number of nodes, this is very easy to apply. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the paper, we simplified the problem specifying economic processes so that simple 

notations as: a, b, c, d, signifies actions with well-defined timescales, and pairs of actions are 
represented by a string of characters so that will no longer be any other restrictions. 

There were treated formal logic elements, and has been described as part of 
mathematical logic in which logical variables are sentences. 

Seeing the graph like an image of system, the nodes represent the components of 

the system, then an immediately interpretation of an arch ( ji xx , ) it is the one specifying that 

component ix  is the one which influences directly the component jx . Using this 

interpretation there are presented two algorithms : the algorithm in which can be found all 
the ways on the graph, orientated to a finite number of nodes,  as well the construction 
algorithm of the Latin matrix in which the alphabet represent the set of the nodes of the 
graph. 

All roads in the merged graph are decomposed into elementary roads, this being 
followed in practice specification economic systems. Carrying out the decomposition in the 
basic road is performed by using the Latin matrix. 

It was presented the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm and how to solve a problem with this 
algorithm. The problem, initially, is resolved with the help of formal languages and grammar 
and language are identified. The result thus obtained was compared with the problem 
solved by the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. 
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ABSTRACT 
Environmental pollution is one of the important problems for the living beings. It 

interrupts to lead better life. The present study is an attempt to study the environmental 
awareness and behavior towards the environment of the students with environmental 
disasters factors in private universities in Sylhet, Bangladesh. To conduct this study, a 
questionnaire was designed and implemented on a sample of 200 students of four private 
universities in Sylhet city. Research findings show that global warming (66.5%) is the most 
important problem in the world and unplanned urbanization (32%) is the most important 
problem in Bangladesh. Research indicates that ‘Global warming’, ‘The conflict over the 
natural water resources’ and ‘The needs for other energy sources against petroleum’ are the 
most influential factors for environmental disaster. Most of the respondents believe that 
education of environmental awareness and use of bi-cycle for short distance in the city may 
solve environment pollution. Therefore, Government   and non-government organizations 
should take initiative to prepare bi-cycle road aside foot-path as well as educational 
activities regarding healthy environment. 

 
Keywords: Environment, Awareness, Disaster factors, Behavior 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Environment is the aggregate of water, air, sound and land interrelationships and also 

with the human being, other living organisms and property. It includes physical, biological, 
social, cultural and economical factors which constitute the surroundings of human being, who 
is both the creator and molder of the environment (Pillai, 2012). Human beings from their 
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beginning of life always have been tried to derive benefits from the environment to provide for 
their needs, and environment has been used to improve their quality of life. Because of over 
uses of natural resources the natural balance has been broken down and thus serious problem 
occurred, which called environmental problems. Those problems have gained international 
extent as a result of technological progress and industrialization that has been achieved in the 
recent decades (Gulgan et al., 2008). Among many global phenomenons, environmental 
pollution has become a key concern for human beings. Each and everybody of whatever 
occupation he or she may have, is affected by environmental issues like global warming, 
depletion of ozone layer, dwindling forest, energy resources, loss of global biodiversity, air, 
soil, water pollutions, water shortage, garbage problems etc(Oluk & Ozalp, 2007; Bybee, 
1991). And these types of environmental disasters are increasing enormously. Global warming 
turns Bangladesh into one of the most vulnerable countries in the world. Climate change over   
the coming decades will become a major threat for the well being and survival of the people in 
Bangladesh (Ministry of Environment and Forests, Bangladesh). The people of Bangladesh are 
already suffering from climate impacts. It is scientifically established that some of the changes 
in motion are irreversible, that some impacts will be unavoidable, and some unmanageable 
(Kalpana, 2012). Our mistakes and wrongful decision have leaded us such a place, there is no 
return pathway, which enforcing us to reshape our principles, responsive mechanisms and way 
of thinking (Krousouloudi et al., 2010). To keep our environment safe and livable it is 
important to raise environmental awareness. By the term environmental awareness we mean 
knowledge about environment and also attitude, values and necessary skills to solve 
environment related problems. Environmental awareness also refers to the ability of a person 
to carry on citizenship behavior (Shobeiri et al., 2007). To encourage meaningful public 
participation and environment, it is necessary to create awareness about environment 
pollution and related adverse effects. Any Government at its own level can’t achieve the goal 
of environment conservation, until the public has a participatory role in it. Therefore, there is a 
great need to protect and preserve our environment by increasing the level of awareness 
among the public as well as the students, who are the future of a nation. The role of students 
would go a long way in achieving such desired goals. In order to faster their awareness 
towards environment, it is necessary to know what levels of awareness they possess in these 
areas. For raising public awareness and enhancing the protective attitudes towards the 
environmental issue, environmental education is one of the most effective strategy or role. If 
the peoples’ perception, knowledge, awareness and attitude toward environmental issues are 
high, it means that the people’s environmental literacy rate is also high. Increasing 
environmental literacy will lead to a change in behavior or action. Determining, what people 
know about the environment, how they feel about it, and what actions they take that may help 
or harm the environment is required to establishing the sustainability of a community and to 
protect the environment. Environmental education rate will be high when people’s conception, 
knowledge, consciousness and behavior toward environmental issues will be high. 
Environmental education helps to change the concept about environment. Three things are 
needed for a community and for saving the environment; those are feelings of the people 
about environment, proper knowledge for maintaining the environment, actions of the peoples 
about environment (Thapa, 2001; Stapp, 1969). Environmental education is aimed at 
producing a citizenry that is knowledgeable concerning the biophysical environment and its 
associated problems, to aware of how to help to solve these problems and to motivate to work 
towards their solution (Kumar, 2011). Environmental Education acts as an indispensable tool in 
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the battle against the degradation of living environment. Environmental   consciousness and 
environmental sincerity should be grown among young people. For the awareness of society it 
is essential to work at a gross root level. So the whole society can work to save the 
environment. If we want to generate the environmental values in our children, we have to 
know the responsibility towards environment and also we have to show our behavior as a like 
eco-friendly. Environmental awareness should be the integral part of any environmental 
curriculum encouraging student to take an active role in the protection to their environment in 
one way by which the critical balance between man and environment may be preserved. 
Through it young generations are full of curiosity to learn about their environment (Talay et al., 
2004). Universities educate young generations who are expected to be the upcoming leaders 
in many different areas in the society and who will be the decision makers, the role of the 
universities in the environmental training of the public is huge. The future decision of these 
young generations will affect the sustainability of the human existence, their approach and 
activities will have important consequence for the environment (Uddin et al., 2007).  

So, in this paper we tried to see the awareness of the undergraduate students of 
private universities in Sylhet city about the environmental problem. We also tried to identify the 
disaster factors and to understand the attitude and behavior of the students about the 
solutions. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The study was conducted during the period April - May in 2013 among the student 

of four private universities at Sylhet city in Bangladesh. A total of 200 participants were 
drawn by selecting 50 students from each university. Investigators have prepared a set of 
questionnaire, which were included closed questions covering various aspects of the current 
environmental issues at global and local levels with 8 environmental disaster factors as Likart 
scale. The questions were administered at the end of class periods and students responded 
voluntarily. The Statistical Package (SPSS version 20) and “FactoMineR” package in R 
program were used to analyze the data.  

 

RESULTS 
 
General characteristics of the participants 
 It is found that only 57% of the participants were male while 43% were female. The 

larger group of the participants (69%) was between 18-21 years of age. Among them 37.5% 
were in 1st year, 33% in 2nd year, 26.5% in 3rd year and rest of all were in 4th year students of 
under graduate level. 

 
Students’ environmental awareness 
The result showed that most of the students (66.5%) believe global warming is the 

most serious problem in the world. However, they gave their opinion that the global 
warming is the fourth serious problem in Bangladesh (13%). The first three problems in 
Bangladesh, as mentioned by the students, were unplanned urbanization (32%), air pollution 
(17%) and Soil pollution & loss of farmland (13.5%). The most interesting outcome of this 
question is the difference between the perceptions of the local and global problem. Around 
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39% students think that lack of awareness is the most important factor responsible for 
environmental problems in Bangladesh.  

 
Most of the participants (57%) think ‘education for raising the awareness of public’ 

may solve the environmental problem followed by ‘technological improvements’ (16%). To 
raise the public awareness of the people about the environmental issue, most of the students 
think it is essential to increase the activities of government followed by TV-Radio watching 
with and internet (facebook, twitter etc.).  Most of the students (63%) are familiar with 
sustainable development on environment; this indicates that the students are really 
conscious about the environmental issues. 

 

DISASTER FACTORS 
 
Eight different disaster scenarios/factors which may be faced in the future as a result 

of environmental problems were presented to the participants. Students were asked to put 
their thoughts about the possibilities of these disaster scenarios by using Likart scale. Using 
these 8 factors of environmental disaster scenarios we run principal component analysis by 
FactoMineR package in R program We found that DSGW (Global warming), DSNWR(The 
conflict over the natural water resources) and DSNOE (The needs for other energy sources 
against petroleum) are the most influential factors for environmental disaster.  
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Figure 1. (A) Individual factor map (score plot). It shows all the respondents respond 
almost homogeneously.  (B) Variable factor map (Loading plot) of 8 disaster factors. It shows 
the association among the factors of environmental disaster. Longer the vectors indicate 
more influential and the vectors that are close of each other with same direction indicate 
highly positive association. First principal component shows around 26% of the variation in 
the dataset. DSGW (Global warming), DSNOE (The needs for other energy sources against 
petroleum), DSWE (Water endangerment), DSNWR (The conflict over the natural water 
resources), DSAUN (The abandonment of using the nuclear power), DSIEA (Raising 
importance of ecological agricultural), DSRSL (Melting ice/Raising Sea level), DSDW 
(Desertification of the world). 

 
The variable factor map (loading plot) shows that all the factors are positively 

associated with each other as they are showing same direction. We also found that DSGW 
(Global warming) and DSRSL (Melting ice/Raising Sea level) are adjacent to each other- 
indicates they are positively associated which is expected as ice is melting because of global 
warming.                                                                                                      

 

PARTICIPANTS’ ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR TOWARDS THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

 
We found that 48.5% students read newspaper, magazine or books on 

environmental issue regularly. They also liked to watch TV and Radio about environmental 
issue regularly.  

It is pleasing that a large number of students (69%) would like to work voluntarily, 
while 18.5% students want to include in environmental preservation activities by providing 
donation or extra taxes. It is also observed that 45.5% of participants are not a member of 
any environmental organization, 12% of them have taken part of environmental activity and 
35% students are interested to join any environmental organization. We found that 40% 
students prefer bicycle for transportation, 18.5% prefer subway-train but 29% prefer taxi, 
buses or mini buses. We also found that industries (66%)  is the worst polluters followed by  
individual people (13.5%).  

 
It’s serious issue in Bangladesh that only 43% of the respondent sort plastic and 

20.5% of them sort waste food.  It’s pleasing that, a small proportion of participant (8%) 
never take any reaction against the polluters, on the other hand 56.5% participants try to tell 
people and warn people about the polluters. In order to find out their opinion, how would 
be their future concerning the current condition of environment we have found that 50% 
students think that their future will be  challenging while 25.5% think it will be bright and 
hopeful. Besides that 61.5% students believe that their health has already been affected by 
pollution. And 56.5% students think that the environmental situation after 10 years from now 
will be worse than it is now. 

 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
 
Environmental education is the most efficient way to improving the environmental 

literacy which consists people’s perception, knowledge, awareness and attitude towards 
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environmental issue. Increasing environmental literacy makes people more conscious about 
their environment and which leads to a positive change about the environmentally 
responsible behaviors or the action of the people. However, from this study we found that 
students are concerned about environment to some extents and they maintained a positive 
behavior towards the environmental issues but they presented a little inadequacy about 
some other environmental issues. Students are concerned about present situation about 
environment and also they can realized that their future will be challenging and they have 
also noticed that their health is already been affected by the environmental pollution. 

We also found that ‘Global warming’, ‘The conflict over the natural water resources’ 
and ‘The needs for other energy sources against petroleum’ are the most influential factors 
for environmental disaster. We also found that DSGW (Global warming) and DSRSL (Melting 
ice/Raising Sea level) are adjacent to each other- indicates they are positively associated 
which is expected as ice is melting because of global warming. 

In this study we observed that there is a positive association between watching TV, 
Radios program on environmental issue and the number of person who are the member of 
any environmental organization. Thus it implies that TV, Radio programs on environmental 
issue have a great influence on raising environmental awareness. 

It is observed that private university students’ awareness levels are almost same with 
public university students (Barraza & Walford, 2002) in many cases such as, “the most 
serious environmental problem of the world”, “the environmental disaster scenarios that the 
world may face in future”, “the most probable recommendation that can be taken against 
the environmental problem” etc. But we have got better percentages on some cases such as 
they enjoy following printing media or electronic media on environmental issue, they are 
wishing to work voluntarily on environmental issue etc. We think that these percentages 
have been increased for time difference and this is a good sign that is the awareness levels 
are increasing day by day. 

It is observed that, there is no discrimination in the awareness level between male 
and female students that is there is no association between gender and work voluntarily on 
environmental issue. So Bangladeshi women’s are also aware about environmental situation 
and they are playing a positive role on environmental preservation activities with men. 

It is clear whether in this survey or other similar works about environmental 
awareness and conservation studies the most important fact is public awareness. To do this, 
it is crucial to have national strategies about environment and increasing the awareness of 
environment among public. Moreover visual and pressed media have an important role of 
aware public about environmental issues. The other important fact is non-governmental 
organizations. Environmental awareness can be raised with collaboration and rising 
educational programs on these instruments. 

Respect to the  most environmental problem in the world, respondents thinking are 
almost same, where global warming is the most serious problem in the world by both the 
university students of Bangladesh and Turkey (Gulgun et al., 2008; Onder, 2006; Oguz et 
al., 2010). Concerning the most probable recommendation that can be taken against the 
environmental problem, from those papers we have found that “Education for raising the 
awareness of public” is the best recommendation. As the most important factor responsible 
for environmental problems in both countries, 38.5% of Bangladeshi and 28.4% of Turkey 
students choose “Lack of Awareness” (Oguz et al., 2010). In environmental preservation 
activities Bangladeshi students showed better percentage (69%), they would like to work 
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voluntarily, though only few students (12%) are member of an environmental organization 
same as others (Gulgun et al., 2008; Onder, 2006). 

To save our environment, it is obvious that we need educated people as individuals 
who care for environment as well as have environmental awareness and knowledge to 
environmental subjects (Erol & Gezer, 2006). It can be accomplished that the future of 
environmental education in Bangladesh is hopeful, though the existing environmental 
education programs in higher studies do not seem to be good enough. No doubt, 
Bangladesh is environmentally rich and its culture and traditions is also well known to the 
people as naturally beauty which are also incorporated initially as a course of geography in 
the education systems of the country. This idea is connected in the early stage of the human 
civilization and gradually developed. The consciousness of the environmental problems grew 
in the country at all levels and in all sectors. It is seen particularly at the higher studies stage, 
in all universities (Masum & Akhir, 2010; Ozmen et al., 2005).  Most of the students prefer 
bicycle in Bangladesh though there is no separate bicycle road. It suggests that Government 
should take initiative to prepare bicycle road near the footpath so that people go here and 
there. This action may solve the air pollution as well as traffic jam in the big cities.  

To be a member of environmental organization plays a vital rule, by made a 
valuable difference about attitude and behavior of students regarding environment. We 
should encourage our young generation as well as students, to be a member of 
environmental organization and to take responsibility to protect our environment with non 
government organization (Budak et al., 2005). After all, a reorganization is needed which 
will be guided by the inalterable principles of Environmental Education, intending into 
creating a ecologically-oriented environmental ethics, should be the foundation to construct 
the new personalities required. The way youngsters compact with the information received 
and their natural sensitivity, under the auspices of enlightened educators could be what we 
should expect (Krousouloudi et al., 2010). 

All these findings suggest that the government should take necessary steps to protect 
the environment. The environmental studies is not limited only to related disciplines but also 
others discipline like law, medicine and economics etc. 

Finally, the aspire of all efforts of environmental education, preservation, and 
improvement is to endow with more safety and healthy environment to all human and alive 
who have to rights to live in safe and healthy world during their life. This article may be 
helpful for the stakeholder or policy makers of the country. 
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ABSTRACT  
In this paper we make a new presentation of the Weibull distribution. We will make 

some add-ons for the Statistics Toolbox in MATLAB with our functions for the form with scale 
and displacement of the distribution. Finally we will use these new functions on applications 
of the Weibull distribution. 
 
Key words: probability density function (pdf), cumulative distribution function (cdf), survivor 
function (sf), reliability function (rf).  

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Weibull distribution has numerous applications, but most of the programs that 

exist like MATLAB see [6], and others, have functions only for the scaled model of the 
distribution. In this paper we will present the Weibull distribution as probability function of 
the exponential distribution (for other types of generalizations of Weibull distribution see [7], 
[9]). We mention the classic application of the Weibull distribution which is using the scale 
parameter as an estimator of the wind speed in the wind turbines, see [1], [5], [12], [13], 
[14], [15], [16]. Additionally this estimation can be done in a mixt context where other 
distributions are used as well and even other techniques, see [2], [3], [4], [8], [10], [11].  The 
scope of this paper is to make a completion by using the Weibull distribution with its location 
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parameter. So we will define the Weibull distribution the scaled model with displacement 
having the shape, scale and location parameter. 

Like before mentioned, existing programs have functions only for the scaled form of 
the Weibull distribution. For this reason we come to complete the statistics toolbox in 
MATLAB with functions that compute the pdf, cdf, quantiles, mean and variance (dispersion) 
the Weibull distribution with 3 parameters. We also have functions that plot the cdf for each 
of the distribution. Through these functions we wish to encourage the usage of the 3-
parameter Weibull distribution. 

 

WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
 
Definition 2.1. The Weibull distribution  is defined through  

where  is the shape parameter and  is the exponential distribution with . 
 
Observations 2.1.  

 i (scale) Formally   is called the scale parameter and the definition 

becomes . 

 ii (positive defined) By definition the random variable T is positive defined. 
 iii (reliability function – rf, cumulative distribution function – cdf, probability density 
function – pdf) Specifically the Weibull distribution T is defined through: 
‐ Reliability function (rf): , ,  because  

( )=exp( ; 

‐ Cumulative distribution function (cdf): , , 

 

‐ Probability density function (pdf): , ,  

because  is right differentiable in 0 just for . 

 
The expressions with scaling are: 

- rf: ; 

- cdf: ; 

- pdf:  ; 

iv (Weibull distribution with displacement) Weibull distribution with displacement (with 

.location parameter and a=0 )  is defined through  

where  is the shape parameter and  is the exponential distribution with 
displacement equal to 0 and . 

The Weibull distribution with displacement  is defined through: 

- Reliability function (rf): ,   ;  

 

Because  
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- Cumulative distribution function (cdf): , 

;  

- Probability density function (pdf): ,  ,  with the 

exception of  because  is not differantiable in a just for , meaning:  

 
By definition the Weibull distribution with displacement is positive defined. 
Similar to the expressions with scaling we have: 

- rf: ; 

- cdf: ; 

- pdf:  

 
Moments of the Weibull distribution. The mean and variance (dispersion) of the 

random variable T are: 

 

 
 
Moments of the Weibull distribution with scaling. 

 

 
 
To generalize the moments of k order of random variable T is: 

 
  

Moments of the Weibull distribution with scaling and displacement. We have (by 
definition) the mean  , variance (dispersion) similar to the 

moments of superior order, we have: 
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MATLAB – STATISTICS TOOLBOX – WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
 
Waloddi Weibull offered the distribution that bears his name as an appropriate 

analytical tool for modeling the breaking strength of materials. Current usage also includes 
reliability and lifetime modeling. The Weibull distribution is more flexible than the 
exponential for these purposes. [1] 

Matlab Statistics Toolbox offers functions for the Weibull distribution with two 

parameters 
baxb eabxy  1 ,  where a is the scale parameter and b is the shape parameter. 

We will briefly go through the available functions in Matlab for the Weibull 
distribution.  

 
i) wblpdf - Weibull probability density function 
Syntax 
Y = wblpdf(X,A,B) 
The pdf of the Weibul distribution is:

 

 
For the pdf of the Weibull distribution with one parameter we will use A = 1. 
 
ii) wblcdf  - Weibull cumulative distribution function 
Syntax 
P = wblcdf(X,A,B) 
[P,PLO,PUP] = wblcdf(X,A,B,PCOV,alpha) 

The cdf of the Weibull distribution is: 

 
 
iii) wblinv - Weibull inverse cumulative distribution function 
Syntax 
X = wblinv(P,A,B) 
[X,XLO,XUP] = wblinv(P,A,B,PCOV,alpha) 

Inverse cumulative distribution function: 

 
 
iv) wblrnd – Weibull random numbers 
Syntax 
R = wblrnd(A,B) 
R = wblrnd(A,B,m,n,...) 
R = wblrnd(A,B,[m,n,...]) 

 
v) wblplot - Weibull probability plot 
Syntax 
wblplot(X) 
h = wblplot(X) 
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vi) wblstat - Weibull mean and variance (dispersion) 
Syntax 
 [M,V] = wblstat(A,B) 
The mean of Weibull distribution with parameters a and b is:  

  1b1a   

the variance is: 

    2112 b1b21a     

 
vii)  wblfit - Weibull parameter estimates 
Syntax 
parmhat = wblfit(data) 
[parmhat,parmci] = wblfit(data) 
[parmhat,parmci] = wblfit(data,alpha) 
[...] = wblfit(data,alpha,censoring) 
[...] = wblfit(data,alpha,censoring,freq) 
[...] = wblfit(...,options) 

 
Estimates the Weibull distribution parameters in the probability 

density:   )x(Iexbab,axfy ),0(
a

x

1bb

b











  

 
viii) wbllike - Weibull negative log-likelihood 
Syntax 
nlogL = wbllike(params,data) 
[logL,AVAR] = wbllike(params,data) 
[...] = wbllike(params,data,censoring) 
[...] = wbllike(params,data,censoring,freq) 

The Weibull negative log-likelihood for uncensored data is: 

 
where f is the Weibull pdf. 
wbllike is a utility function for maximum likelihood estimation. 
 

4. FUNCTIONS FOR THE THREE PARAMETER WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
 
The Statistics Toolbox does not have functions for the Weibull distribution with three 

parameters. For this reason we come with our own functions. 
i) The probability density function 
The pdf of 3 parameter Weibull distribution is: 

 
function [P] = wbl3pdf(x, theta, beta, gamma) 
%theta scale parameter 
%beta shape parameter 
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%gamma location parameter 
n = length(x); 
f = zeros(1,n); 
for i=1:n 
    if((x(i) > gamma) && (x(i)>0) && (gamma>=0)) 
        f(i) = (beta/theta)*( ( (x(i)-gamma)/theta )^(beta-1) )*exp( -
( (x(i)-gamma)/theta )^beta ); 
    else 
        f(i) = 0; 
    end     
end 
P = f; 
end 

 
ii) The cumulative distribution function 
The cdf of 3 parameter Weibull distribution is: 

 

where ;
1

,
1

 



   

function [P] = wbl3cdf(x, theta, beta, gamma) 
%theta scale parameter 
%beta shape parameter 
%gamma location parameter 
n = length(x); 
F = zeros(1,n); 
for i=1:n 
    if( (x(i) > gamma) && (x(i)>0) && (gamma>=0)) 
        F(i) = 1 - exp(-( (x(i)-gamma)/theta)^beta); 
    else 
         F(i) = 0; 
    end 
end 
P = F; 
end 

 
iii) The inverse cumulative distribution function 
The inverse cdf of 3 parameter Weibull distribution is: 

 
function [P] = wbl3inv(x, theta, beta, gamma) 
%x probability that is calculated 
%theta scale parameter 
%beta location parameter 
%gamma displacement parameter 
n = length(x); 
F = zeros(1,n); 
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for i=1:n 
    if((x(i)>0) && (x(i)<1) && (gamma>=0)) 
        F(i) = (-theta*((log(1-(x(i))))^(1/beta)))*sqrt(-1)-gamma;        
    else 
        F(i) = NaN; 
    end    
end 
P = real(F); 
end 

 
iv) The mean and the variance (dispersion) 
The formulas respectively for mean and variance (dispersion) are: 

mean: 


 







 1

1
m  

variance (dispersion): 






























 1

1
2

1 22  

function [M V] = wbl3stat(theta, beta, gamma) 
%theta scale parameter 
%beta shape parameter 
%gamma location parameter 
mean = theta*gamma( (1/beta) + 1) + gamma; 
var = (theta^2)*( gamma( (2/beta) +1 ) - ( gamma( (1/beta)+1 ) )^2 ); 
M= mean; 
V = var; 
end 

 
v) Random numbers generation 

where x comes from a uniform distribution with values 

between 0 and 1. 
function [X] = wbl3rnd(theta, beta, gamma, n) 
%theta scale parameter 
%beta shape parameter 
%gamma location parameter 
y = zeros(1,n); 
for i =1:n 
    y(i) = (( -(theta^beta) * log( (1- (rand(1,1)) ) ) )^(1/beta)) + 
gamma; 
end 
X = y; 
end 

 
vi) Plotting of the cumulative distribution function 

function wbl3plot(x, theta, beta, gamma,) 
%theta scale parameter 
%beta shape parameter 
%gamma location parameter 
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n = length(x); 
lnx = zeros(1,n); 
Fecdf = wbl3cdf(x, theta, beta, gamma); 
for i=1:n     
    lnx(i) = log(x(i)); 
end 
plot(lnx, Fecdf, 'bo'); 
end 

 

APPLICATIONS 
 

1) Data were gathered regarding the behavior of a truck gearbox, for a length 
of 15.000 km. During the period of analysis, 141  breaks of the gearbox were recorded. 

The results, as frequency distribution function of the  breaks, are in Table I: 
       Table I 

ti ki (%) (ti) 

1 2 3 4 
3000 
6000 
9000 
12000 
15000 

26 
49 
39 
22 
4 

18.6 
53.2 
81.1 
96.6 
99.7 

0.82 
0.46 
0.18 
0.04 
0.008 

Total  = 

141 

- - 

  
By constructing and studying the probabilistic networks a 3-parameter Weibull model 

could be used, with the shape parameter =2, scale parameter =6900 and the location 
parameter  =0. 

The survivor function will have the form: 

 
We will use our functions for the 3-Parameter Weibull Distribution. 
Since the location parameter is 0 we have a 2-Parameter Weibull Distribution, so we 

can also use the Mathlab functions to verify the results of our functions. 
 
Command history  
To shorten the command history we will not always show the results of the 

commands. 
First we initialize variables with the values of the scale, shape and locations 

parameters, and a vector with the number of kilometers traveled. 
theta = 6900 
beta = 2 
gamma = 0 
t = [3000 6000 9000 12000 15000] 
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We calculate the density distribution, first with the Mathlab function, then with our 
function: 

 
wblpdf(t, theta, beta) 
wbl3pdf(t, theta, beta, gamma) 
The answer was identical for the both queries. The answer is: 
ans =  1.0e-003 * 
    0.1043    0.1183    0.0690    0.0245    0.0056 
 
We calculate the distribution function: 
wblcdf(t, theta, beta) 
wbl3cdf(t, theta, beta, gamma) 
The answer is: 
ans =    0.1722    0.5305    0.8176    0.9514    0.9911 
 
We calculate the quantiles: 
wblinv(0.25, theta, beta) 
wbl3inv(0.25, theta, beta, gamma) 
The answer is: 
ans =  3.7009e+003 
 
wblinv(0.5, theta, beta) 
wbl3inv(0.5, theta, beta, gamma) 
The answer is: 
ans =  5.7446e+003 
 
wblinv(0.75, theta, beta) 
wbl3inv(0.75, theta, beta, gamma) 
The answer is: 
ans =  8.1241e+003 
 
We calculate the mean and the variance (dispersion): 
[m v] = wblstat(theta, beta) 
[m v] = wbl3stat(theta, beta, gamma) 
The answer is: 
mean: m =  6.1150e+003 
variance (dispersion): v =  1.0217e+007 
 
2) Trials have been made over five elements of a technical system. The cycles which 

the breaks have followed (ascending reordered) were: 1.2, 2.0, 2.5, 2.9, 3.6. The estimator 
of the distribution function:  lead to (in %): 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, which, 
represented on a probabilistic Nelson Thompson network along with the values of the 
working time allows us to state that the variable „work time” (in cycles) follows a Weibull law 

with  = 2.65 and  = 2.7 cycles.(A.9)We will add the location parameter = 1 cycle, which 
helps us to state that a component will work at least 1 cycle until it will break.  
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Command history: 
theta = 2.7 
beta = 2.65 
gamma = 1 
t = [1.2 2.0 2.5 2.9 3.6] 
wbl3pdf(t, theta, beta, gamma) 
The result is: 
ans =   0.0134    0.1774    0.3014    0.3706    0.3731 
wbl3cdf(t, theta, beta, gamma) 
The result is: 
ans =   0.0010    0.0694    0.1899    0.3257    0.5954 
wbl3inv(0.25, theta, beta, gamma) 
The result is: 
ans =   0.5636 
wbl3inv(0.50, theta, beta, gamma) 
The result is: 
ans =   1.1789 
wbl3inv(0.75, theta, beta, gamma) 
The result is: 
ans =   1.8303 
[m v] = wbl3stat(theta, beta, gamma) 
The result is: 
mean: m =  3.3996 
variance (dispersion):v =   0.9499 
We will now draw the dispersion function:  
wbl3plot(t, theta, beta, gamma) 

 
Fig. 1. Plotting of pdf from application 2)  
 
Observation. We could have used as an estimator the survival function instead of 

the cumulative distribution function. We then would have had the survival function estimator, 
which would lead to the values (in %):  90, 70, 50, 30, 10. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This article treats more the probabilistic side of the Weibull distribution, for this 

reason we don’t have functions that estimate the parameters for the scaled model with 
displacement of the Weibull distribution. 

The functions presented in this paper can be used in MATLAB also for the case when 
the location parameter is 0, but their purpose is to be used on applications of the Weibull 
distribution when the location parameter has a value that influences the calculation of the 
pdf, cdf or quantile. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The goal of this book, as mentioned in the introductory part, is to provide a very 

usable instrument for everyone to understand the social, political and economical 
dimensions of the web and also their implications regarding the existence of the 
contemporary society.  Following this goal, the book is structured into two main parts, the 
first concerned with presenting and describing the main methods used in social science when 
conducting research on the web, and the second provides examples of different aspects that 
can and should be  investigated using the web by social scientists. The examples provided by 
Ackland in his book range from friendship formation to politics, government and commerce 
related aspects.  
 
Key words: web, social media network, hyperlink, power law; Robert Ackland 
 

 
 
The work entitled Web Social Science is the 

outcome of many years of research conducted by 
professor Ackland in web related fields. The fact that the 
paper is written in a facile language becomes one of the 
main strengths of this book.  

Going further, even though, as I have already 
pointed, the language used makes the book very 
accessible it is also very effective in providing a very 
clear description of the different methods that one might 
use when conducting web based researches. Therefore 
the book should be regarded as a very useful tool that 
describes how the web should be used by social 
scientists in order to shed some light over a wide range 
of questions that are still under debate. Still, some could 
find the approach as being simplistic due to the fact that 
the author does not provide very thorough descriptions 
of all the mentioned (described) methods and aspects, 
but instead, he prefers to focus his attention in providing 
a complete framework of all sides, related with the web 
that might be of interest for social scientists. 
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One of the main strengths of the present paper is the abundance of the sources 
provided as bibliographic notes that will be considered by everybody deciding to extend his 
research into one particular aspect as very useful. 

Further, in this paper, I will try to identify the strengths and also the weaknesses of 
the book written by professor Ackland, using an iterative approach based on the chapters of 
the paper.  

In the Introduction professor Ackland tries to establish some basic concepts involving 
the virtual world developed on top of the Internet. As strength I have to mention the fact that 
his work provides a very facile description of the main concepts that should be familiar to 
any researcher that shows interest for the web.  

The first part of the book is concerned with presenting and describing the main 
methods used in social science when conducting research on the web. The chapter “Online 
research methods” is very well structured and all types of researches, quantitative and 
qualitative, are presented, and therefore the constructed picture is complete. Although, I 
have mentioned in the beginning of my work, the book tries to be a very accessible tool for 
researchers, practitioners and students, some parts should have been presented using a 
more detailed approach. Also, noteworthy is the fact that professor Ackland identifies clearly 
the advantages and the limitations of these online research methods. 

 The description of the social media networks and of the hyperlink networks (the 
author proposes the social network analysis as the appropriate method to quantitatively 
study the social networks that have emerged using the web) provided in the second and third 
chapter are very well documented with examples that make all the presented concepts very 
easy to understand. The book touches some very hot topics of our days by presenting 
Facebook and Twitter as environments extremely suitable for the social researchers to 
conduct their studies. The presentation of the three web crawlers (IssueCrawler, SocSciBot, 
VOSON) is also notable and will definitely be of great help for fellow researchers that find 
themselves in need for gathering large amount of data from different web pages. 

The second part of the book provides examples that describe how the web has 
influenced several economical and social phenomena and also how different aspects related 
to social sciences can and should be studied using the web (using the methods described in 
the first part of the book). 

In this second part, the first topic that receives the attention of the author is the 
friendship formation process (in different web networks as Facebook, online dating sites, 
Twitter) and the concept of social influence. Very important to mention, regarding this 
chapter, is the detailed description of the significant potential of web data when studying 
these aspects of the social life. Further, the book provides valuable information about the 
collective behavior of organizations on the web. Also noteworthy in this chapter is the 
description of the way the web influences the human behavior when talking about collective 
social movements (rioting behavior). 

 The next chapter tries to provide a clear description of how politics has been 
influenced by the web which brought new and very useful tools for increasing the visibility of 
political parties and other actors. The introduction to power laws from this chapter is very 
useful in order to provide a better understanding of how different phenomena occur on the 
web. Still, a more detailed description of power laws could have been provided because such 
an undertaking would have facilitated the understanding of the differences occurred in 
different phenomena between the web and the real world. 

The focus in the eighth chapter is mostly on the ways the web impacts the methods 
used by government to disseminate information and to yield authority and lets the study of 
the macroeconomics of virtual worlds in a second plan. Therefore, even though the first part 
is very well covered by the author I believe that the study of the microeconomics of virtual 
world should have received a higher attention because these types of worlds are becoming 
more and more important nowadays (and their impact on the real world has become 
significant). 

In the ninth chapter the author provides a very detailed description of the way the 
development of the web has influenced the collaboration and production. This chapter 
exemplifies in a very straightforward manner the impact of the web on the “scholarly world” 
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by discussing the visibility of the scholarly outputs and the distribution of the scholarly 
authority in the new paradigm of a highly interconnected academic world.  

The last chapter provides some very valuable insights about two very important 
phenomena that were enhanced by the web (commerce and marketing). A strong point of 
the book is the description of the main coordinates of the online commerce versus the real 
world commerce through the long tail concept and superstar concept (both based on the 
same power laws). Further, the implication of Facebook in particular and of the online 
friendship in general in the marketing activity (influence in markets) is largely presented in 
this chapter and therefore social scientists concerned with this domain might find this chapter 
very interesting and useful. 

Before bringing this paper to an end I have to state that even though the book is 
mainly recommended for social scientists it might prove useful for engineers, 
mathematicians and statisticians who are studying how different parts of the web are built 
and are functioning and also the methodological mechanism behind different phenomena 
that occur on the web.  

As a final remark I will list professor’s Paul Vogt (from the Illinois State University, 
USA) words “Reading it taught me quite a lot about a subject I thought I knew rather well” 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Nick Emmel’s book, Sampling and Choosing Cases in Qualitative Research. A realist 

approach, stresses and lightens an important issue in qualitative research conducted in social 
sciences: sampling or choosing cases. 
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From a structural perspective, the book’s 

information is organized in two main parts: the 
first one including three chapters and the second 
one divided into six chapters. The nine chapters 
are preceded by the Introductio  n: from sampling 
to choosing cases.  

From the early beginning, the author 
expresses in Introduction its dubitative opinion 
regarding the appropriate use of the verb 
sampling in the context of the qualitative 
research. Emmel apprises that this conceptual 
fuzziness doesn’t lay only on this sampling issue 
but goes further on the three main cases of 
sampling: theoretical, purposeful and theoretical 
or purposive. 

Based on the three traditions in 
qualitative research sampling, the author builds 
the first part of the book taking a lot of care for 
historical, methodological and conceptual details. 
The first chapter develops the evolutionary story 
of the grounded theory and theoretical sampling 
form positivism to constructivism. Emmel starts by 
presenting Glaser and Strauss (1967) theoretical 
and research work in the field of grounded theory 
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and scaffolds his argumentation with the work of Strauss and Corbin (1990) ending in the 
paradigm of the constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006). In the end of the first 
chapter it is pointed out one of the biggest changes in theoretical sampling: the reflexive 
researcher. 

The next chapter moves to Purposeful Sampling and introduces the pragmatic 
researcher using purposeful sampling strategies. Patton’s 14+1 sampling strategies are the 
core of the chapter adding value to the qualitative research form a practical perspective. The 
last chapter of the part one is focused on the case of theoretical or purposive sample 
bringing in the interpretative analytic induction. The author emphasizes the new position of 
the researcher as a part of his research work, making decisions and being intellectually 
involved.  

In the second part of the book the focus is on a realist approach to sampling in 
qualitative research as the author himself states. This six-chapter part starts by retaking into 
account the five propositions Emmel made in Introduction. Chapter four is designed to state 
the basics of a realist approach in qualitative research. Chapter five continues the reflection 
on the purposive work and on the role of the intellectual work of the researcher in his work 
and decision making process. In this case the presuppositions, opinions, interests and 
knowledge of the researcher have a significant influence in research shaping. Chapter six 
puts into the light the concept of cases and explains how cases become research based on 
purposeful choices. The role of the researcher is essential and active in transforming a 
sample into cases and furthermore in valuable insights through interpretation and 
explanation. The seventh chapter reveals how researcher’s ideas could transform purposive 
sampling into a purposeful one. Also in this chapter the reader will find some challenges 
emerging form a realistic casing methodology such as unrepresentativeness of the sample 
and difficulties in generalizing the findings. The author continues in chapter eight with 
expressing another actual and present challenge in qualitative research: the sample size. He 
reflects on issues like small samples and number of cases to be sampled in qualitative 
research. Chapter nine lightens up the ideas of the author in choosing cases in qualitative 
research from a very practical and realistic point of view.  

Nevertheless the book proposes a dense lecture and addresses a wide range of 
scholars in social sciences like researchers or teachers, young PhDs and students interested 
in qualitative research. Emmel presents and critically evaluates different methodologies used 
to casing in qualitative research. Sampling and Choosing Cases in Qualitative Research builds 
in a relevant and interesting way a link between theoretical framework, author’s personal 
reflection and examples coming from the research practice.  
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